PRACTICAL SPACE-SAVING PRODUCTS ENHANCE STYLISH OUTDOOR DINING
Today’s discerning families demand
performance and style from any product used
in order to enjoy the very best and most
comfortable outdoor living experience. But
weight and space can be an issue as you
attempt to squeeze those quality essentials
into limited storage space. The answer lies in
the latest chic, practical Collaps range of
kitchen equipment and tableware from the
award-winning outdoor manufacturer, Outwell.
The popular comprehensive portfolio contains products to
meet all occasions. The selection includes items like pots,
kettles, bowls, storage containers, baskets and washingup bowls that normally require a huge amount of space for
storage and transportation. But the Collaps range solves
the problem by using a sophisticated siliconised rubber
material that folds flat for easy storage.
Open, the durable, heat resistant material is perfect for
preparing and serving up hot and cold foods and
liquids, while metal bases have allowed the
development of pots, like the pot with colander and lid
pictured right, and kettles that can be used on camping
stoves. The range is easy to clean, including dishwasher
safe, and will not collapse when in use. These are real
talking points as well as being highly practical.
Features include special air outlet valves that allow the
food boxes to be used in a microwave. Like many Collaps
products the food boxes are BPA-free and neatly stow
away when folded flat, and as neatly solves the storage
problem created by trying to pack bulky empty storage
containers in cramped conditions.
They look good, too – check out the eye-catching vibrant colours and a range of
table top products trimmed with bamboo for a sophistication that looks as good
at home as they do when dining al fresco. And the theme is continued into useful
additions like chopping boards and serving spoons.
For further product information, including prices, and details of your nearest
dealer visit outwell.com
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Brand website outwell.com
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